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OUTLET | HAND GLUER WITHOUT TOP ROLLER

€145,00 Original price was:
€145,00.€111,57Current price is: €111,57.

(excl. VAT)

Showroommodel

Specially designed hand gluer for gluing large surfaces with vinyl (white) adhesives. Available in two
models with different roll widths and glue container capacities. Model EM26D is equipped with a roll with a
width of 122mm and a capacity of 1kg. The larger model EM126D has a roll with a width of 180mm and a
capacity of 1.4kg. The machine is equipped with a trigger on the handle for easy opening and closing of

the glue container.

Attention: this hand gluer comes standard with a rubber roller, suitable for vinyl (white) adhesives and
water-based adhesives. For synthetic adhesives an optional PU roll is available (Ref. 2504065). This hand

gluer is also available with an additional adhesive roller at the top for stationary gluing of workpieces from
above (models EM25D and EM125T).
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SKU: OUTLET-VIREM26D

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Specially designed hand gluer for gluing large surfaces with vinyl (white) adhesives. Available in two models
with different roll widths and glue container capacities. Model EM26D is equipped with a roll with a width of
122mm and a capacity of 1kg. The larger model EM126D has a roll with a width of 180mm and a capacity of

1.4kg. The machine is equipped with a trigger on the handle for easy opening and closing of the glue container.
Simply press the trigger to run the glue over the roll. Using this trigger you will always obtain the right amount

of glue for your project. Thanks to the support, the hand gluer can easily be put away. For cleaning, you can
keep this adhesive under water without risk of damage.

Attention: this adhesive comes standard with a rubber roller, suitable for vinyl adhesives and water-based
adhesives. For synthetic adhesives an optional PU roll is available (Ref. 2504065). This hand gluer is also

available with an additional adhesive roller at the top for stationary gluing of workpieces from above (models
EM25D and EM125T).
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Hand gluer
Trigger to open/close the glue container

DESCRIPTION

Specially designed hand gluer for gluing large surfaces with vinyl (white) adhesives. Available in two models
with different roll widths and glue container capacities. Model EM26D is equipped with a roll with a width of
122mm and a capacity of 1kg. The larger model EM126D has a roll with a width of 180mm and a capacity of

1.4kg. The machine is equipped with a trigger on the handle for easy opening and closing of the glue container.
Simply press the trigger to run the glue over the roll. Using this trigger you will always obtain the right amount

of glue for your project. Thanks to the support, the hand gluer can easily be put away. For cleaning, you can
keep this adhesive under water without risk of damage. Attention: this adhesive comes standard with a rubber

roller, suitable for vinyl adhesives and water-based adhesives. For synthetic adhesives an optional PU roll is
available (Ref. 2504065). This hand gluer is also available with an additional adhesive roller at the top for

stationary gluing of workpieces from above (models EM25D and EM125T).

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 2 kg

width roller 122mm

Capacity glue pot 1kg, 1,4kg


